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The PSA International - International Bodyguard and Security Service™ is a member of the PSA International 

Company Group™. The previous name was TCCS-Worldwide-IBSS.  

The PSA International Company Group™ is offer one of the best cutting edge of Personal Protection & Security    

Service and Special Defence and Security Training Provider for several military and government agencies and 

UN but it is working in the private security industry too in worldwide.  

Also member of the group the  PSA Security & Defence Technology Research and Development Center™ too. 

The Centre purpose to develop of the special designed special military and defence equipments and safety 

technology systems, what primarily will be use of the military and law enforcement agencies in special areas 

and war zones in worldwide. Such as: Drone technology, jammer, drone hunter, cryptographic equipments, 

secret communication systems etc. 

PSA International - IBSS™ is private, independent executive security service was established with the purpose 

to    provide the highest level of professional protective services for you as well as in priority areas of society. 

The founder and the management are fully committed to the cause and worked for a long time as highly 

trained, internationally recognized security and anti-terrorist professionals, experts, consultants, and trainers. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ is specialized personal protection and special security services and support in 

high risk zones and hostile areas or dangerous seas. Our scope covers also Close Protection/Bodyguard ser-

vices for high  profile media personalities, musician artists, professional athletes as well as, business people, 

princes and corporate executives. 

We base our activities on the decades of professional experience our staff and experts have gained during 

their active duty services. 

PSA International - IBSS™ is committed to make you feel that your family, your clients, employees as well as 

your    valuables and yourself are in safety wherever you live in the world. 

Our company is an enterprise which seeks customer satisfaction through highest-standard services,               

client-oriented and performance-based policies of our mission. 

We provide services that are only carried out according to current and relevant national and international 

laws and regulations. 

Our success and reputation has grown up from understanding and fulfilling our Client’s exclusive                     

requirements. 

PSA International - IBSS™ is an innovative security company focusing on quality is not quantity as well as        

stability and flexibility. 

The company's operation is characterized by four words: 

 Expertise 

 Security 

 Reliability 

 Discretion 
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One of the factors of the harmonized, happy life is the feeling of safety. Unfortunately nowadays, in this      

running, changing world you have to close the door and use modern alarm systems, because you and your 

values could be attacked at any time by aggressors. 

It isn't a secret: the more successful you are (because of your property, reputation, beauty or influence), the 

bigger goal you are in your enemies' and in the envious or fanatic people's view, so you would like to protect 

more and more yourself, your family, your values and your travels. 

The principals would like more and more high-level educated security experts and professional security        

services. 

To this problem the PSA International - IBSS™ offers to you and your firm as well as employees a solution,              

collaborating with our partners. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ offers its professional security services goal-oriented and systematical, by safety    

experts and specialists, who have high-level education with professional diplomas and international or NATO      

qualifications as well, and it insure You, the life and the human dignity of Your family and Your loved ones, the   

safety of Your  employees/customers, and the undisturbed of Your conduct, travels and programs. 

 

 

Note:  In Europe the European Centre of PSA-IBSS is known as European 

Security and Defence Agency™ -ESDA™. The ESDA™  is a full authority member 

of PSA International Group™. 

The ESDA offers a special armed protective and complex security solution in 

high risk and highlighted facilities and events protection like the Embassy of 

the Isreal, furthermore offers protection to religious leaders and events, 

politicians, diplomats and high profile VIP persons in Europe and with together 

the PSA-IBSS centre outside Europe as well. Our all services of course we doing 

independently of ethnic view and religious affiliation.  

 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIVE SERVICE INTERNATIONAL PROTECTIVE SERVICE 
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The PSA International - IBSS™ specializes in Personal Protection services for high profile celebrities, television            

personalities, musical artists, professional athletes, businessmen, princes, diplomats, corporate executives and 

their family member and Your loved ones, employees/customers complex protection. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ offer one of the best cutting edge of Personal Protection Service. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ can ensure the security of important executives while they travel in unfamiliar        

locations or high-risk environments, or while they attend events where they may attract unwanted attention. Our 

Specialists can (individually or as part of a security detail) plan, organize, and execute a comprehensive protection 

plan for any short or long term detail. 

Our firm can provide the protection you need locally, regionally, nationally or internationally too. 

Our clients can have confidence in their protection team’s ability to handle their protection detail from start to   

finish. 

We offering our personal protection services on the follower five professional area: 

The public fascination with high profile celebrities and public figures means inevitable intrusions into privacy. 

Between the paparazzi and obsessive fans with cell phone cameras; cases of direct threats from criminals,   

kidnappers and extortionists are on the rise. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ provides absolute discretion and help protect famous persons, singers, movie 

stars and artists, permanently or periodically, on premiers, filming, concert tours or anything different events, 

discreetly or demonstratively; or/and help them and their personnel, train and bodyguards, who haven't got 

any area knowledge; organizing and insuring their arrival, in whole Europe, US and worldwide. 

We can provide a Personal Protection Team for both short term assignments, to protect a celebrity’s privacy 

while at a public venue, and long term assignments to provide the ultimate  security for a celebrity’s personal 

and professional life. 

Our Specialists can (individually or as part of a security detail) plan, organize, and execute a comprehensive 

protection plan for any short or long term detail. 

Personal Protection  Personal Protection  

Celebrity/Star Bodyguard Celebrity/Star Bodyguard 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 

1.) Celebrity/VIP Bodyguard 2.) Business Bodyguard 3.) Diplomatic Security/Bodyguard 

4.) Kid Guard/Child Bodyguard 5.) Female Bodyguard  
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A corporate executive and businessmen or bankers should be able to focus on his or her job. 

That’s why we make their personal safety our duty. Our Personal Protection Specialists are skilled 

in dynamically facilitating all executive travel activities. We make sure that all aspects of the      

client’s protection and security needs are taken care of, allowing corporate executives to         

maximize their time of work. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ can ensure the security of important executives while they travel in   

unfamiliar locations or high-risk environments, as well as while they attend business negotiations, 

tenders and other events where they may attract unwanted attention. 

The PSA International - IBSS's management is well aware that in today's business life information 

is power and therefore our own Specialist Team prepared and can ensure the protection of          

important business "secret" negotiations not only for personal safety point of view, but             

information and data security point of view as well.  - so that we can escape from intercepting 

confidential "sensitive" informations and monitoring equipment by spy devices. - and it should 

not cause you surprises, discomforts and financial losses. 

This service is filled by the bodyguards of the PSA International - IBSS, who are trained to handle 

the problems that are known in the business sector. Over the knowledge of security and safety, 

they got training to attend organizing, business and the diplomatic protocol as well as personal 

assistant tasks as well. 

Our Specialists can (individually or as part of a security detail) plan, organize, and execute a     

comprehensive protection plan for any short or long term detail. 

Business Bodyguard/Personal Assistant Business Bodyguard/Personal Assistant 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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Complex security and protection of diplomatic motorcades, delegations, diplomats, politicians 

and their family members, independently of ethnic view and religious affiliation. The organizing is 

based exclusively on professional bases, keeping the diplomatic protocol and the various national 

habits. 

Beyond the defense skills and the diplomatic protocol our specialists are highly trained in      

providing armed and diplomatic buildings, embassies, consulates - the protection of the              

organization of complex events and controlling, entry and exit regulation. 

Our operational team is trained to the highest standards by our management team of uniquely 

qualified personal protection specialists. Our team is trained in the pro-active and interactive   

facilitators with an attention to ensures all aspects of the principal's protection. Our Specialists 

have unique real-life experience within special units of the police service, as well as military and 

other security environments. 

At the PSA International - IBSS™ we appreciate the parameters of a protection assignment at all     

levels of threat and specific environments. Our personnel are trained to work in areas ranging 

from those requiring unobtrusive low visibility to international high threat/risk arenas. 

Our team are experienced in hostile and  violent environments where activists from many        

factions of economic, political and religious backgrounds pose an on-going threat. Each of us 

comprehend the enormous amount of reliance, trust and confidence placed upon us, and is      

diligent in protecting the confidential nature of the association. 

Our Specialists can (individually or as part of a security detail) plan, organize, and execute a    

comprehensive protection plan for any short or long term detail. 

Diplomatic Security/Bodyguard Diplomatic Security/Bodyguard 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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Insuring and observation of children, who need parental control, and security going with them to 

nursery school, to school or to anything different programs, occupations, from their very early 

childhood. 

This field of knowledge is starting to become more accepted due to the global increase of         

kidnappings and abductions. Let us not to forget, that the VIP’s family members are living         

unknowingly in the same threat as the target person. The attacker or hit-man will see the high 

level of protection, which the target person is receiving, so he might try to find a way to get a 

chance, where he can achieve his goal with the lesser amount of energy. The simplest way is 

through the target person’s family members are the children. Let us just think about it, every   

normal person would do anything for their children, the target person can be blackmailed and 

will be vulnerable this way. 

That is why we say that the protection of children is a priority in personal protection, because a 

child is honest and tells the truth and a child’s soul is much more vulnerable. So in high risk        

situations, it is much more difficult to get it in the line of defence or into conspiracy ordinations 

due to his way of life and age. 

The security of a very minor children is fulfilled by bodyguards, who got a training to attendance 

of children in a way of pedagogy, babysitting and first-aid, too, over the security knowledge. 

Our Specialists can (individually or as part of a security detail) plan, organize, and execute a    

comprehensive protection plan for any short or long term detail. 

Kid Guard/Child Bodyguard Kid Guard/Child Bodyguard 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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In recent years, there has been increasing demand for the professional female bodyguards in 

worldwide. 

Outstanding clients abroad now understand perfectly well that female bodyguards are more    

universal than men. Example Sharon Stone employs female bodyguards. Indeed, female          

bodyguards can accompany their female clients in fitting-rooms in a boutique, in beauty shops or 

ladies’ room in a restaurant. 

A client may choose to have a Female Personal Protection Specialist either based on gender    

preferences or because a female operative can appear to be nothing more than a personal       

assistant or nanny. 

It is known that women oftener resort to "peace talks" than force. Women are seldom treated as 

a source of menace, and this fact helps female bodyguards act promptly and effectively in case of 

emergency. Because of this, a Female Protection Specialist can be a valuable and discreet asset as 

they provide a more low-profile protection. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ can provide trained and experienced female protection specialists    

anywhere in the world, based on the client’s needs. Our female protection specialists undergo 

the same rigorous screening and training as their male counterparts, so our clients can have    

confidence that their specialist is fully qualified to keep them safe. 

The clients for female bodyguards are very special, all belonging to business and show business 

high society circles, so the bodyguards must be really up to snuff both inside and out, with being 

both physically and mentally capable the ultimate goal. 

Our female bodyguard can (individually or as part of a security team) plan, organize, and execute 

a comprehensive protection plan for any short or long term detail. 

Female Bodyguard Female Bodyguard 
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By right of authority or indirect charges, the victim and witness protection service of the PSA   

Special Service is performed by the agents of PSA International - IBSS™ who are special trained 

for this branch area. The persons, who get in this program, go through in a system with many   

levels, by right of the endangeredness degree. 

The PSA handles the datas of the persons participating in this program with high-level secrecy 

and encryption, and it accepts and fulfils this service only as a complex protection. 

Subject to the character of the ranging, the agents of the PSA International - IBSS™ can fulfil this     

service periodically or permanently, by the side of the protected witness or in the case of          

extended security by the side of the family members, with their written approval 

The base condition of the entrance in the program is the signing of a contract, what contains a 

secrecy declaration and regulations concerning to the keeping of special safety measures. 

There is a possibility in the program prying the witness and the family members out of the living 

surroundings, and moving them into our protected flats, or into in a foreign country in the            

European Union, or in the case of existing visa agreement into the USA or into different          

countries. 

For more information from our Special Services please ask for information on telephone or via 

email from PSA Headquarters in US or our Centers in Europe, Asia or Africa as well as Regional 

Representative or Country Director.  

Victim and Witness Protection Services Victim and Witness Protection Services 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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The Residential and Estate Protection takes protecting your home and family very personally. 

There is nothing more important than trusting that your home and family is safe. 

The Residential security is no longer a luxury, but essential. 

Rely on our specialist team to provide the highest level of protection for your most important 

possessions - family, home and property. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ guarantees that your home stays your safe and secure castle. 

Our Residential Security branch provide round-the-clock peace of the mind for a growing number 

of high-profile, executive, business people and celebrity clients across the London and Sussex    

area and surrounding region. As with all our services, PSA International - IBSS™ security consult-

ants work with the Client to produce a package tailored to specific requirements. 

Our residential security teams, who primarily come from ex-military or ex-police backgrounds, 

receive detailed assignment specific training. We are very particular about who we have            

representing our organization and are very selective in our recruitment and screening process. 

You will find peace of the mind in knowing that the professional agents at PSA International - IBSS 

will provide security solutions for you and your loved ones anywhere, all the time. 

The PSA-IBSS provides these services within the following special area for customers: 

 Complete analysis and evaluation of security needs 

 Customized security solutions specific to clients needs 

 High tech alarm systems 

 Surveillance systems 

Our Residential Security Services may be claimed individually or as part of a complex personal 

protection comprehensive plan for any short or long term detail. 

Residential and Estate Protection Residential and Estate Protection 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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Embassies, Consulates and High Commissions, as the      

representative offices of Governments overseas, have     

always required high levels of security, particularly in areas 

where terrorist cells and disaffected groups may operate. 

This is particularly so for Governments with ongoing        

military operations or for whom activist groups wish to   

create change by violent means. Successful attacks or   

damage to an embassy are often seen as a symbolic act 

against that country. 

Attacks on Embassies are a common occurrence often      

resulting in loss of life such as the American Embassy 

bombings of Tanzania, Kenya & Yemen, the Australian Embassy bombing in Jakarta and the      

Embassy sieges in the U.K., Sweden and              Colombia, as well as violent demonstrations and 

attacks on Embassies in the Middle East, all of which demonstrate the international danger to 

Embassy staff and property 

The Embassy protection is a very complex security task which included the diplomatic motorcade, 

delegations, diplomats, politicians and their family members protection too and other.... - This 

services of course we doing independently of ethnic view and religious affiliation. 

PSA International - IBSS™ offers complete security solutions for embassies worldwide. For several 

years the PSA-Academy® is the official educational institute of the PSA International - IBSS™ has 

been in charge of the training of various embassies in Europe and Middle East. 

Based on this experience, PSA International - IBSS™ developed its own and unique security        

system Embassy Protection Consulting System (EPCS). The EPCS is a tool for embassies to make it 

easier to adjust the daily operation of the embassy in different security levels. 

Based on EPCS, PSA International - IBSS™ and it is official educational institute the PSA-Academy® 

offers teaching and consulting to embassy staff, security personnel, diplomats etc. The course will 

be based on the embassy's current threat level. Duration of the course vary from some hours to a 

longer course over time. 

Please contact PSA International - IBSS™ for a meet about embassy protection or consulting          

services. 

Embassy and Consulates Protection Embassy and Consulates Protection 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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Security solutions for weddings, conventions, trade shows, fundraising, award events and private 

parties. PSA International - IBSS™ has provided security for many events including nationally            

televised fund raisers, award ceremonies, exclusive residential parties and high profile weddings. 

Special Event Security Teams are used when there is a need to ensure that High Profile or        

Controversial Events are properly secured and controlled. These events are run with precision 

planning and always involve effective liaison with relevant agencies and all involved parties. 

Events that have been covered include: 

 Corporate Annual General Meetings – Board Meetings – Private Meetings 

 Security of Assets During Corporate takeovers or on behalf of Receivers 

 Media Events- Award Ceremonies - Press Launches – Press Junkets – Press Conferences 

 Exclusive Media controlled events – Weddings – Parties – Product Launches, etc. 

 Protection of Assets when a specified troublesome / risk event is occurring around the 

location of the assets. 

 Trade Shows - Musical Events – Concerts – Festivals 

We can provide full risk assessment prior to engagement and put in place all the components   

required for a safe & successful event. 

We have taken care of many private functions such as  weddings & parties; providing full security 

services including secure drivers, close personal protection, and key role adoption. 

Large events present a challenging situation in which to create a secure environment. PSA-IBSS 

has many years experience providing event security across abroad range of large venues. 

PSA-IBSS has secured many events on-board large luxury yachts and offers very particular          

expertise in this area. Whether your event is public or private, a VIP or family function, PSA-IBSS 

guarantee a smooth, hassle-free and above all safe experience. 

Our event security personnel are experienced and well-trained. We provide qualified security 

managers, crowd control officers and medical staff. We can also appoint ticketing and                 

registration personnel, badge checkers, floor managers, ushers and other kinds of staffing your 

event might need. 

Music, - Film Awards and VIP Events Security Music, - Film Awards and VIP Events Security 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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Personal safety and security are most at risk when travelling. The most common cause for people 

being exposed to safety and security risks are ignorance & complacency. 

PSA International - IBSS™ appreciates that value is subjective and that your personal or business     

security is of primary concern. We provide stylish, secure transport for yourself, loved ones, key 

personnel, documents, and valuables. 

When tasked, we conduct pre-planning and preparation prior to any client movement that      

identifies and mitigates against any threat. 

Transport and secure logistics for your visit to the London in and around may include handling 

itineraries, journey and route planning aided by our local knowledge of key destinations ensures 

safe havens, hospitals and other important emergency stop points are at hand in case of        

emergency. 

We are also able to cater to international travel requirements. 

Our service caters to even the most complex and demanding situations, providing full operational 

management and support from initial planning through to delivery. 

Our drivers undergo intensive instruction, utilizing the latest defensive and anti-terrorist driving 

techniques for anti car-jacking. We also provide vehicles fitted with armored materials, if           

required. 

As with all our operational staff, drivers receive regular emergency first-aid training, ensuring that 

assistance is on hand when needed most. 

For more information please contact with us to discuss your exact requirements. 

Transport and Security Driver Service Transport and Security Driver Service 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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The PSA International - IBSS's Maritime Security and      

Anty-Piracy Services has the unique ability, with its wealth 

of knowledge and experience in risk and security, to assess 

and formulate a diverse range of security solutions and 

systems, standalone or integrated, to meet client's          

individual requirements. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ provides armed guards to    

escort ships and protection of your staff when travelling 

through high risk areas like the Gulf of Aden. 

We are capable of placing maritime security teams          

anywhere in the world within a very short time frame. 

Our mission is to provide our clients with professional bespoke maritime security services that 

will protect their interests from piracy and terrorism. 

Using our extensive experience in maritime security, our experts can help you design an       

affordable package of services that provide you with the best value for your money. 

The PSA International - IBSS™ brings together the state of the art technology and a highly                

professional, certified staff with the depth of knowledge and experience needed to provide and 

maintain the most advanced and reliable maritime security tailored to the needs of each            

respective maritime company, shipping line, ship-owner and governments served. 

Our maritime security teams have proven operational experience in the use of a variety of        

defensive and offensive techniques, ranging from hostile environments such as; Iraq,                   

Afghanistan, Yemen, Somalia the Gulf of Aden and Indian Ocean. 

In accordance with IMO advice, our preferred approach is to use highly trained onboard security 

teams, trained in counter-piracy measures. 

We use deterrence in our approach when we protect clients in high risk waters; this approach 

aims to frighten pirates and keeps them away from vessels guarded by PSA International - IBSS™. 

We are proud of the breadth of knowledge and experience we offer to our Clients. 

Maritime and Anti-Piracy Service Maritime and Anti-Piracy Service 
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A high priority facilities as an Military, - government or critical infrastructures like the different 
power plants (nuclear, - hydro, etc) and water, oil, gas pipelines, airports etc.  

Critical Infrastructure furthermore includes facilities for generating electricity and its distribution, 
oil & gas distribution, water supplies, agriculture, transport, tunnels, bridges, health provision, 
financial and security services, among others. 

These facilities need to be protected to a very high level at all times, any damage to these          
services can cause disruption, loss of revenues and loss of life particularly in areas where terrorist 
cells and disaffected groups may operate. 

This is particularly so for Governments with ongoing military operations or for whom activist 
groups wish to create change by violent means. Successful attacks or damage to an these high 
priority facilities are often seen as a symbolic act against that country. 

Attacks on Critical Infrastructure can take the form of physical attacks to Buildings and people, or 
electronic attacks, either internally or via internet-facing computer-based networks. 

The PSA has a wide portfolio of products and services for the protection of high priority facilities 
and these facilities staff including solutions for Perimeter Security, - CCTV Surveillance both exter-
nally and internally of the buildings, - Access Control & ID systems such as Advanced Door Locks, 
ID Scanners and Biometric Security; and Entry Control encompassing Turnstiles, Gates, Crash 
Proof Barriers and Bollards, - X-Ray Baggage Scanners and Walk Through Metal Detectors to      
detect weapons and explosives, - Leak Detection and Ground Based Radar to prevent                   
unauthorised access and malicious damage, - Intruder Detection systems can also be deployed to 
detect unauthorised access in secure areas. 

Staff can monitor the surroundings of an high priority facilities using our Perimeter Surveillance 
systems, in which fencing can have fiber optic-based solutions to detect any attempt to cut or 
climb the fence this would be integrated with the CCTV system to provide verification and      
tracking of the intruder. 

Personnel can be protected with Staff Protection Systems including Staff Attack alarms,                
Armoured vehicles, and Ballistic & Blast-Proof Doors. In the event of a serious incident, Threat 
and Evacuation Systems allow staff to be safely removed from the area of danger; a range of   
Panic and Safe Rooms can be installed to provide protection when evacuation is not possible. 

Blast Protection solutions help to protect the structure and occupants of these high priority       
facilities, whilst Anti-blast Film can protect people and property from flying glass, which is the 
cause of 90% of injuries from bomb-blasts. 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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Personal Tracking Systems allow staff to be monitored globally, so that in the event of their being 
taken hostage or attacked security staff can be alerted to their whereabouts immediately.      
Training programmes in Hostage and Kidnap Awareness help to minimise the chances of           
personnel putting themselves in situations where this is likely to happen. 

The protection of providing airspace at these high priority facilities is also very important and 
critical point in the protection. - must be prevented as an a possible intelligence activities or to 
attack these facilities by drone etc.  

Signalling cables running alongside railway lines and power cables are a common target of theft, 
the result of which could have severe repercussions – the PSA International has solutions         
available which can be deployed for the protection of such assets. 

Water distribution could be a target for terrorist activity and so should be protected accordingly. 

In a world where electronic attacks are becoming ever more wide spread and where the              
information is power and value, the other main protection segment the protection of                   
informations and dates in these high priority facilities as well as the protection of the all            
communication network. Therefore we can provide a range of solutions for Cable & Network     
Security to protect valuable systems and computer data from misuse or sabotage. 

The physical elements of Critical Infrastructure are often located in remote areas and as a result 
are particularly at risk from Fire. Fire Detection and Suppression solutions help to protect person-
nel and property from the dangers associated with the outbreak of fire; whilst Temperature Sens-
ing and Strain Gauge Sensing are used to monitor the environment within critical facilities. 

The PSA International Group and it's Defence and Security Research and development Centre to 
address these problems offer up-to-date defence technologies and security solutions are          
available for you and your organisation. 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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We provide protective security and risk management for oil and gas facilities and pipeline          

projects around the world. 

PSA International - IBSS™ is experienced in providing a safe and secure environment for oil             

companies to conduct their daily operations. Any oil or gas operation faces risk of emergencies, 

health problems, criminals and environmental issues, particularly within high risk environments 

where there is a clear requirement to provide premium grade, integrated security services. 

We also provide experienced and highly trained security officers/close protection teams and with 

advanced technology it ensures the safety of clients at all times, including when traveling to oil 

and gas sites too. 

We protect critical supply chains and crucial national assets by offering a broad range of security 

solutions to the oil & gas industry around the world. 

Camp Security 

Employee safety is guaranteed in your camps. Unauthorized personnel are not allowed in them. 
The security guards have an effective checking system to ensure that alcohol, drugs and other 
banned items do not enter the camps. Patrols make certain that everything is safe within the    
camps. Also security guards make sure that any laid down rules are followed. 

Pipeline Security 

Oil pipelines do face risks from theft, criminal activities and leakage that leads to environmental 
disasters. Patrol units ensure that your pipelines functions well and any issues are reported       
immediately. These patrols can be easily tracked through our GPS technology so you are always 
aware of where the security patrol is. 

Risk Assessment and Security Review 

PSA International - IBSS™ reviews your security and emergency plans and offers ways you can          
improve them. Our security expertise lends us a unique perspective that can enhance these 
plans. Our experts will help develop a plan that meets your ever changing requirements.            
Additionally, GPS Security Guards on your oil sands site are well aware of your security and    
emergency plan. This way, they can lend a hand and help execute and deal with various         
emergencies. 

Oil and Gas Facilities Guarding Oil and Gas Facilities Guarding 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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PSA International - IBSS's department of PSD provides comprehensive protective security services 

tailored to the high - risk and threat, the operating environment and the specific requirements of 

its clients. Each protective security concept is undertaken in discussion with the client and is 

based on a comprehensive analysis of the factors for each mission or deliverable. 

A PSA International - IBSS's Special Armed Security Service members of highly qualified                 

ex-soldiers, police officers and law enforcement agents who have real life experienced, who 

throughout the years obtained much knowledge and personal experiences in the different areas 

such as Anti-terrorism, convoy protection, Embassy and consulate protection, personal               

protection and protection of the bases in the War Zones, Terror Areas and in other Specialist     

Security. 

They worked and protected VIPs in Iraq, Afghanistan, Africa as well as other war zones and high 

risk areas in all of the world. 

Armed and PSD Services Armed and PSD Services 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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PSA International - IBSS‘s mobile security teams provide bespoke security solutions to facilitate 

ease of movement and successful business activities in a high-risk zone and threat environment. 

Each mobile security task differs depending on a number of factors and planning considerations 

such as the profile of the client, stated aims, resources, locations, threat and budget. 

PSA International - IBSS‘s mobile security teams typically provide dedicated mobile security and   

liaison with relevant authorities and Ministry officials, airport immigration and local security    

forces. Our experienced personnel can also provide linguistic support, relevant intelligence and 

threat analysis, ground study and route analysis for all movements; contingency planning and 

much more. 

High-Risk Environment Close Protection 

PSA International - IBSS‘s close protection team provide to protect our Clients in High-Risk             

Environment. 

Clients include executives and technical experts employed by the world's leading energy,          

construction, technology, finance and defense companies as well as dignitaries, diplomats and 

high net worth individuals working in volatile countries. 

Convoy protection: 

PSA International - IBSS™ can provide security for cargo being transported between locations and 

general movement management. 

We can provide to convoy escort missions, safely delivering high value cargo such as cash,           

oil & gas, power generation and construction equipment through the world's most high risk       

remote and urban areas. 

Mobile Security Team Mobile Security Team 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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PSA International - IBSS™ provides high quality and effective static guarding for both Government 

and Commercial clients. To date we have had no breaches of security at any site. 

PSA International - IBSS’s approach to static guarding is based upon a comprehensive and         

ongoing analysis of the threats to the location to be guarded, which will inform the design and                 

implementation of the appropriate security solution. 

We provide both manpower and technology to protect personnel, high value property and    

equipment in a resilient, cost effective and accommodative manner. 

We provides protect remote contractor camps, corporate headquarters, government                    

compounds, emergency relief centres, strategic power plants, supply-chain hubs, ports and       

airports military forward operating bases and other crucial temporary and permanent facilities 

around the world. 

The Static Security Services we provide are informed by comprehensive risk assessments. This   

ensures the static security solutions implemented are commensurate with thorough and              

on-going analysis of the risk level faced by the specific facility in the specific environment. 

 

Note: 

The all our protective services at, our colleagues can (individually or as part of a security detail) 

plan, organize, and execute a comprehensive protection plan for any short or long term detail. 

Our clients can have confidence in their protection team’s ability to handle their protection detail 

from start to finish. 

 

Static Security Static Security  

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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PSA International - IBSS™ knows that there is no ‘off-the-shelf’ solution for your security needs. 

Countless options exist for each event. For this reason we regard each one of our security          

solutions as a unique building block. Only after we finish carefully and proficiently analyzing you 

security needs and concerns do we recommend the best ‘blocks’ necessary to build the ‘fortress.’ 

For obvious reasons, only our finest professionals take part in the consulting phase of our service. 

These competent professionals will not only recommend the best security solution for your       

specific and unique needs, but will also adapt the solution to your available budget. 

We pride ourselves on being a security agency that displays integrity, professionalism, discretion, 

and excellence while ensuring our clients’ needs are met. 

If you have any queries or require any further information, please email:  

info@psa-internationalco.com or call for an informal discussion with one of our security               

consultants on. 

Security Consulting Security Consulting 

WWW.PSA-INTERNATIONALCO.COM 
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The International Protective and Security Academy® (PSA-Academy®) is private, independent educational 

institute and operate as training centre of PSA International Group™. PSA Academy® offering is one of the 

best cutting edge of reality based training programs and it is one of the greatest Security Academy        

Network in the world. 

The PSA-Academy® was established with the purpose to by the TCCS Educational System™, to highest  

ever level of Protective & Safety Training Programs offer for YOU, special regard to the field of law         

enforcement, police and military as well as bodyguard/ Close Protection. 

Its founders, teachers who in the topic dedicated and long time working in the field, highly qualified,     

international recognized for security and anti-terrorist specialists, experts, consultants and trainers. 

The Academy's faculty consists of former senior executives from several national Security Agencies and 

Law Enforcement forces, including the major intelligence agencies: DEA, FBI, IDF and Mossad. Each        

faculty member brings a wealth of knowledge gained from their specific personal experiences in dealing 

with the issues, and all colleagues benefit from this. 

In addition the Academy uses guest lecturers for specific modules, considering the requirements of the 

Client. Our clients include both government agencies involved in a broad range of national security issues 

(intelligence, defense, homeland security) and private sector corporations, who either work in these 

same fields or who are interested in improving the capabilities of their analysts in general. 

The PSA purpose for so professionals of security and defense, top managers, trainers training, who can't 

only perform the task, but a high degree of expertise and practical experience due, will be able to          

harmonize, coordinate of different security activities too, who can thinking in a complex security system. 

Who is up to date and advanced practical skills in the possession, will be better able to help the             

prospective employer, their clients, whom a high degree of expertise due, may be employ by both the 

government and private organizations too. 

Our graduates hold key and senior positions in the world of defense and safety both in Europe and 

throughout the world. Prospective personnel with no prior training and those with a basic or advanced 

level of knowledge can take part in concentrated training in order to progress. This progression is         

beneficial to the requirements of the Academy. 

For more information about Academy, programs and courses/trainings, please contact us. 

  www.psa-academy.org              info@psa-academy.org 

PROTECTIVE AND SECURITY ACADEMY PROTECTIVE AND SECURITY ACADEMY 
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It was recently revealed that, thanks to Edward 

Snowden, our business and private data is 

considered even less safe than we have thought up 

until now. Interception of governmental actors, 

collecting and sharing   business information with 

competitors by specialized state services are 

everyday occurrence.  

Regarding the above mentioned facts we can state that information is power, and modern 

warfare demands radio frequency technology and communication and also the interference and 

blocking of the use of these technologies.  

It is easy to realize that existence and employment or non-existence of these technologies can be 

crucial in market competitions or in the battlefield during hostilities and their outcome. 

Recognizing this the PSA International established the 

Security & Defence Technology Research and 

Development Centers (SDTRDC) that is an integral part 

and a member of PSA International group and having 

been given the Military Technology Activity license it 

produced several tools that provided protection for 

armed forces serving abroad.  

SDTRDC is an independent and private scientific         

research institute and developing centre that mainly 

produces and develops the latest version of                 

Information security and as follows military technologies: intelligence, secret radio frequency and 

communication as well as the jammer and the intelligence drone technologies and these          

technologies use in the both Military and private security industry as well.   

For more information about SDTRDC and our special security and defence technologies as well as 

our products - please contact us.        www.psa-deftech.com     info@psa-deftech.com 

SECURITY & DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY                   
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE™ 

SECURITY & DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY                    
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE™ 
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTERESTING! 
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HEADQUARTER 

The PSA International - IBSS™ is member of the PSA International Group™. 

The PSA International-IBSS™ headquarters there is in Europe but further-
more further officially registered regional centres operate in America, Asia,      
Middle East and Africa also. Under the supervision by these regional centers 
operate local offices and representations in several countries worldwide. 

If you have any question, please call or write an email to our headquarters 
and contact team. 

 

SECURITY SERVICE:  

PSA INTERNATIONAL - IBSS 

Phone:              +36 70 410 9955 HU 
    +36 30 445 0066 HU 

E-mail:                Info@psa-internationalco.com 

Recruitment:    recruitment@psa-internationalco.com  
Web:                  www.psa-internationalco.com 

 

DEFENCE RESEARCH AND DEVELOP:  

PSA-DEFENCE TECHNOLOGY CENTRE 

Phone:    +44 (0) 793 1626 735  UK 

 +36 30 445 0066 HU 

E-mail:              Info@psa-deftech.com 
Web:                 www. psa-deftech.com 

                       

 

Regional Representative or Contact Person details. 

 

TRAINING SERVICE:  

PSA-ACADEMY INTERNATIONAL  

Phone:    +44 (0) 793 1626 735  UK 

 +36 30 445 0066 HU 

E-mail:              Info@psa-academy.org 
Web:                 www. psa-academy.org 

mailto:Info@tccs-international.org
mailto:recruitment@tccs-international.com
mailto:Info@psa-academy.org
http://psa-deftech.com/
mailto:Info@psa-academy.org
http://psa-academy.org/

